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List of Symbols

factor used in calculation of Y*
blade chord length (m)
tangential component of absolute fluid velocity cor-
responding to F (m/s)

d minimum opening between blades (m)
D NACA diffusion factor
Dh hydraulic diameter (m)
H blade height (m)
i incidence angle (')
i, stall incidence angle (')
k casing friction loss coefficient, or Vt/V,
k. tip clearance (m)
k, height of surface roughness asperities (m)
rh mass flow rate (kg/s)
r blade radius (m)
p, static pressure (Pa)
pt total pressure (Pa)
Re Reynold's number
Re. casing Reynold's number
s blade inlet pitch (m)
t blade thickness (m)
U blade tip speed (m/s)
V relative fluid velocity (m/s)
V* tangential component of relative fluid velocity (m/s)
Yk tip clearance loss coefficient
Ye primary or profile loss coefficient
Y, secondary loss coefficient
Zt blade loading
Zn number of blades

o absolute inlet flow angle (')
od blade inlet angle (')
om mean flow angle (")
p absolute outlet flow angle (')
9o blade outlet angle (")
6 shock loss coefficient
AC* C*z C,"r (m/s)
AV* difference between actual and design V* (m/s)
e half blade width, see fig. 9, (m)
€ri, limiting radius ratio
p fluid density (kg/mt)
o slip factor
A impeller friction factor

Subscript Notation

inlet
outlet
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Summary

One method of predicting the performance characteris-
tics of torque converters is by means of a hydrodynamic
model in which the geometry of the torque converter and
the properties of the fluid are given, and the angular mo-
mentum flux over the members is calculated at specific
operating points. A number of such models has been de-
veloped in the literature, all of which rely on empirical
input data for determination of the losses and slip factor.
This paper describes a hydrodynamic model in which the
empiricism has been removed from the input data and
built into the program in the form of empirical equations
and loss models. The program can be applied to torque
converters having profile and thin blades, and in addition
a new shock (incidence) loss model is introduced which is
employed in the hydrodynamic model to calculate the
shock losses of the different members of a torque con-
verter. Prediction of torque converter performance by
means of this model agreed well with published exper-
imental data for a wide range of torque converter ge-
ometries.

Introduction

Torque converters are widely used in automotive applica-
tions, from passenger cars to heavy commercial and mil-
itary vehicles. The primary function of the torque con-
verter is to provide torque multiplication. This is a
maximum at stall and decreases without step to a value of

unity at the coupling point. The configuration of a typical
torque converter is shown in fig. I []. The torque con-
verter is similar to a fluid coupling, but with the addition
of a stator or reactor. In a fluid coupling, power is trans-
mitted from the pump or impeller to the turbine without
change in torque, but with the insertion of the stator in
the circuit, the angular momentum of the fluid is changed
between the turbine exit and impeller entrance, resulting
in torque multiplication between impeller and turbine. As
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its name implies, the stator is norrnally stationary but in
most modern torque converters it is usually fitted with a
one-way clutch.

The characteristic performance curves of torque con-
verters and fluid couplings are shown in fig. 2. The ab-
scissa is speed ratio, the ratio of output (or turbine) speed
to input (or impeller) speed. The ordinates are torque
ratio i.e. output torque to input torque on the one side
and efficiency on the other.

Between speed ratios of 0.8 and 0.9, the converter
torque curve crosses that of the coupling, indicating that
the turbine (or output) torque is less than the impeller (or
input torque). Simultaneously the converter efficiency
drops below that of the coupling. As this is not desirable,
it is overcome either by the fitting of a one way clutch, or
by the use of a mechanical lock-up device that automati-
cally connects the impeller and turbine above the speed
ratio that corresponds to a torque ratio of unity.

This paper describes a comprehensive one dimensional
model to simulate accurately the flow processes in a
torque converter and predict the performance charac-
teristics.

Torque Converter Hydrodynamic Models

In the torque converter and fluid coupling field one di-
mensional models are fairly common. Lucas and Rayner
[2], Qualman and Egbert [3], Walker [4], Whitfield, Wal-
lace and Patel [5], Wallace, Whitfield and Sivalingam [6],
Lamprecht [7] and Adrian [8], have all produced one di-
mensional models which show more or less agreement
with measured results, but all of these require the external
specification of total pressure loss coefficients for the
members (pump impeller, turbines and stators) and of
blade incidence loss coefficients. Lamprecht [7] did how-
ever derive equations for the calculation of certain of the
loss coefficients, but they were not implemented in the
computer program listing of his thesis [7].

With the local availability of the Lamprecht [7] model,
it was decided to utilise it as the basis for further develop-
ment. The Lamprecht [7] model was obtained and com-
pletely re-written in the BASIC language to run on a stan-
dard IBM compatible personal computer. In the analysis,
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the input speed, the speed ratio and the geometry of the
torque converter are given parameters. There are three
main members, the impeller, the stator and the turbine,
although each can have more than one stage. The stator
in turn can have two phases of operation, namely fixed or
freewheel. Further assumptions are;
- steady state conditions throughout
- incompressible fluid
- work done by the fluid is positive and work received by

the fluid is negative

- conservation of mass flow, momentum and energy
- the torque applied to the shell is not considered

The process estimates a mass flow inside the torus and
this is used to determine firstly, the torque and power
transmitted (input power) and absorbed (output power)
by the members and, secondly, the power losses due to
friction, diffusion, shock and slip.

For conservation of energy, the sum of the input
power, output power and power losses, bearing in mind
the sign convention, must equate to zero, and the mass
flow is then iteratively adjusted until this condition, or
close to it, is achieved. The value of mass flow thus de-
rived is then used to determine the input and output
torques, torque ratio, and efficiency for different values
of speed ratio. In calculating the power losses, values of
the stagnation pressure loss coefficients for the impeller,
stator and turbine, the shock (or incidence) loss factors
and the impeller slip factor are required. At this stage
values based on information in the literature were as-
sumed, typically 0,35 for the loss coefficients, and 1,0 for
the shock loss and slip factors. Wall friction losses were
ignored.

Evaluation of the Initial Model with Externally Specified
Loss Coefficients

An extensive series of computer tests was run on the stan-
dard Jandasek t9] torque converter geometry. Fig. 3

shows good agreement between calculated and measured
torque ratio and efficiency using the loss coefficients and
factors above, with maximum differences, as can be seen
from Table 1, of about 3%. However, from fig. 4 it can be
seen that only qualitative agreement was obtained be-
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Torque Ratio Input Torque
ft lbs

Output Torque
ft lbs

Meas Calc Ditr % Meas Calc Diff% Meas Calc Diff%

2,ll 2,18 3,4 348 4ts 19,3 733 905 23,4

2,01 2,06 2,5 346 406 17 ,4 696 838 20,3

I ,91 1,93 1,0 336 397 17,9 643 766 19, I

1,80 1,81 017 32s 383 17 ,9 s85 694 18,7

1,68 1,69 0,0 309 367 18,8 s20 6t7 18,7

1,56 1,55 0,7 288 348 21,0 4s0 s4t 20,1

1,42 r,42 0,2 264 322 21,9 376 459 22,2

1,27 r,29 l.l 237 290 22,,5 302 374 23,8

l.ll r,l4 2,4 204 248 2r,6 227 283 24,5

0,96 0,99 3,0 167 186 I l.l 160 183 14,5

Ave. diff % 1,5 Ave. ditr % 19,0 Ave. ditr % 20,5

Std. dev. 1.1 Std. dev. 3,1 Std. dev. 2,9
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(a) Figs. 3 and 4

(b) Figs. l0 and I I

Torque Ratio Input Torque
ft lbs

Output Torque
ft lbs

Meas Calc Ditr % Meas Calc Diff oh Meas Calc Diff oh

2,ll 2,20 4,6 348 341 2,0 733 752 2,5

2,01 2,07 2,8 346 334 3,4 696 691 0,7

I ,91 1,93 1,0 336 32s 3,4 643 626 2,5

1,80 I,79 0,8 325 313 3,6 585 559 4,4

1,68 1,66 1,7 309 297 3,8 s20 492 5,4

1,56 1,52 2,8 288 281 2,4 450 427 5,2

1,42 1,39 1,9 264 264 0,0 376 369 1,9

r,27 1,27 0,4 237 24t 2,0 302 306 1,5

1.1I l.1l 0,1 204 202 l.l 227 225 1,0

0,96 0,99 2,9 t67 t67 0,0 r60 t65 2,9

Ave. ditr % 1,9 Ave. ditr % 2,2 Ave. ditr % 2,8

Std. dev. 1,3 Std. dev. 1,3 Std. dev. 1,6

Table I Comparison of measured and calculated results
for Jandasek [9] torque converter.

tween the calculated and measured values of input and
output torque, although this could be improved by
changing the shock loss factor to 0.8.
Jandasek t9] did systematic tests on the influence of

torque converter geometry on performance, and in one
test the impeller blade outlet angle, was changed from

- 15" to + 55', increasing the stall torque ratio from 2.1

to 2.99 and reducing both the peak efficiency and coup-
ling point speed ratio. Particularly good agreement was
obtained for torque ratio and efficiency, fig. 5, while fig. 6
shows that there was once again only qualitative agree-
ment for input and output torque for this arrangement,
using the original loss coefficients and shock loss and slip
factors. Reducing the shock loss factor to 0.8 only had a
small effect on the results.
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Comparisons were also made between the calculated
values of the model and measured results obtained from
other publications, namely Lucas [0], and Northern Re-
search and Engineering Corporation (NREC) [ l].
Reasonable agreement was obtained, Strachan ll2l, with
all these results with varying values of the loss coefficients
and shock loss and slip factors.

A comparison was also made against the measured re-
sults of the torque converter tested by Lamprecht [7]. This
had a two stage turbine, and so for calculation purposes,
assigned loss coefficients were split equally between the
two turbine stages, being 0.175 each, with impeller and
stator assigned loss coefficients of 0.35. Initially a shock
loss factor of 0.8 was used, while the slip factor was 0.85,
as used by Lamprecht [7]. (the Stanitz|41 formula gives a
value of slip factor for this configuration of 0.84) Poor
agreement was obtained initially, but this was improved
by utilising a shock loss factor of 0.5, figs 7 and 8.
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Figure 7. Comparison with Lamprechl [4
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Figure 8. Comparison with Lamprecht [7]

This initial evaluation showed that good agreement be-
tween measured and calculated results was possible by
adjusting the loss coefficients for each particular ge-
ometry, but the need for this would obviously limit the
reliability of the model in evaluating new untested ge-
ometries.
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Model Development

In order to overcome the need to utilise assigned values
for the loss coefficient and slip and shock loss factors the
model was modified to calculate these values for the im-
peller, turbine, stator and channels using standard pipe
and turbomachinery theory.

Friction, diffusion and profile losses

For pipes, the generally used equation to calculate the
friction loss is the Colebrook equation which includes the
roughness factor, Giles [ 3],

I : - 2*be( 2'st 
-_\ + f u' \ 

')J[ -'r^vF\n.xJT) '\3'7xDn) \r''

where Re : Reynolds number based on the pipe or chan-
nel hydraulic diameter.

The above expression is difficult to use due to the pres-
ence of the friction loss coefficient on both sides of the
equation. However a suitable explicit formula for the fric-
tion factor of a turbulent pipe has been published, Haa-
land [ 5], as;

r:-r,8x'"'[(#) +(tfu)','] (2)JI
While eq (2) can be applied to the impeller, channel flow
was assumed in the casing between the elements, and the
casing friction loss coefficient used was the approxi-
mation by White U7I,

k,*, : o, - -0,495(log R..)-t't

The casing friction loss coefficient was modified to take
into account the effect of roughness by assuming that the
ratio of the casing friction loss k, with and without the
roughness factor is equivalent to the ratio of the Cole-
brook equatior, with and without the roughness factor.
i.e.

Diffussion losses, due to the high deflection of the work-
ing fluid, were accounted for by means of the simplified
form of the NACA diffusion factor D given by Cohen,
Rogers and Saravanamuttoo [ 6] as

D:'-++(f) : (4)

The value of D above can be used in conjunction with fig.
5.8, Cohen et al tl6] to determine the losses.

Primary losses or profile losses at the design point
for the turbine and stator were determined by a method
proposed by Ainley and Mathieson t19l whereby the pri-
mary loss coefficient at zero incidence (i - 0) is given
by
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Ypri:') : 
["0,,.:or 

* (tt)gp(co :0) - Yp(oo :',)](#)(+)
(s)

where Yp(oo:oy ilrd Yp(oo:p; &re the profile loss coefficients

from fig. 3 .22(a) and (b), Dixon [ 8], respectively. At any
other incidence, the profile loss ratio Y/Yo. : 0) is as-

sumed to be defined by a unique function of the ratio,
incidence/stalling incidence, i/i,, from fig. 3.21 in Dixon

[ 8].
Second ary losses arise from complex three dimensional

flows - Dixon [ 8] states that possibly end wall bound ary
layers are convected inwards along the suction surface of
the blades as the main flow passes through the blade row,
resulting in a serious maldistribution of the flow, with
losses in the stagnation pressure often a significant part of
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the total loss. Ainley and Mathieson [9] determined an
expression for the secondary losses, but Dunham and
Came t20l found that this equation was not correct for
blades of low aspect ratio and modified the expression to
include a better correlation with aspect ratio. The loss
coefficient can thus be determined from

Y,:0,1336(;xrffi) (6)

Depending upon the blade loading, the number of blades
and the size and nature of the clearance gap, the tip clear-
ance loss coefficient Yn can be found from

Yk:

Flgure 9. Blade Geometry Configuratlon

(7)
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where B - 0,5 for unshrouded tips or 0,25 for shrouded
tips and the blade loading is calculated from the second-
ary loss coefficient, i.e.

zr:

Ainley and Mathieson t19l obtained their data for a mean
Reynolds number of 2.10s based on the mean chord and
exit flow conditions from the turbine stage. Consequently
they recommended a correction to be made to the stage
efficiency for lower Reynolds numbers. Dunham and
Came t20] gave an optional correction which could be
applied directly to the sum of the profile, Yo, second try,
Y,, and tip clearance, Yp, losses as follows;

(yo * y, * yJcorrected: (yo * y, * 
"J(tH)" 

(9)

Shock (incidence) losses

A shock loss factor, for the impeller, turbine and stator,
to take into account the difference between the flow angle
and blade inlet angle was calculated, Reynaudl22l, using
the analogy of Vavra's [21] deduction for supersonic
shock losses. However, contrary to Vavruf2l] and Lam-
precht l7l, the calculation takes the blade thickness
and curvature into account. Fig. 9 shows the blade geo-
metry.

The shock loss coefficient is defined as the total
pressure drop between the inlet and outlet of the control
volume, fig. 9, divided by the dynamic pressure at outlet
from the control volume. i.e.
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Substituting for d, rh and V, into eq (12)

/e\/
0,, .(t . cos 0,d 

;) 0,,.(.t. cos 0,d

p.d.k.V?.cos i - p.d.k'.Y',

fokv?( 
)+

-'( -')-' k cos' 
( 

).'

",(n#X9(trf) (8)

Rearranging

Pr, Pr, : q
S

and substituting eq (15) into eq (l l)

(15)

L.p .v?.k'

and rearranging again

6-
k2

For thin straight blades, this reduces to

6- (V3 2.Yr.Vr.cosi + V?)

(16)

( l7)

v3

and using the definition of k and the
be shown that

s P,, P,,A
v

*.p .YL

and substituting for the total pressures

r P* Pr, + L.P.(V? Yl)(' 
,p-v3

From consideration of the momentum equation for the
component perpendicular to the control volume outflow
bound ary

pr,.s. cos od pr,.d *.e(pr, + pr,) -

Therefore, equating eqs (10) and (17)

P,, P,, - i.P .AV3,t

Thus the equation utilised by Lamprecht [7] is equiva-
lent to the common assumption used by Lucas [2], Whit-
field et al [5] and Adrian [8], i.e. that the incidence loss is
equal (or at least proportional) to the dynamic pressure
associated with the difference between the design and ac-
tual relative circumferential velocity component. The in-
cidence loss model, eg ( l6) above, may thus be regarded
as a generalisation of a commonly used model applied to
thick, curved blades.

Slip Factor

Even under ideal frictionless conditions, the relative flow
leaving a compressor or pump impeller receives less than
perfect guidance, and the flow is said to slip. Several
methods of determining the slip factor are available in the
literature and Lamprecht [7] used the Stanitz U4l method
which Dixon [ 8] states as being suitable for radial vaned
impellers (po - 0). For impellers having blade angles in

where d _ s.cos od e and rh is the mass flow rate per
blade channel. It is assumed that the pressure acting on
the blade surface forming the bound ary of the control
volume is equal to the mean of the pressure at the inlet
and outlet of the control volume.

From the continuity equation;

rir - p.s.Vr.cos (oo + i) - p.d .V2

(l l)

(12)

(13)

and since V2 - k.Vt the value of k can be calculated as

k:+:|.cos(ao+i) (14)



R , JcotF;L, 
Z,J

This is only applicable within the following limits
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the range 50"

the Stodola or Busemann formulas. Wiesner [23] carried
out a comprehensive review of published slip factors and
found that the Busemann formula gave best agreement
with test slip factors determined from measured results.
Wiesner [23] further recommended a simple empirical
function that correlated very well with the test results,
namely;
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figs 7 and 8, for the same torque converter, but where
arbitrary values were used for the loss coefficients. Table
2 shows the numerical values for these sets of figures and
the efficacy of the loss models to simulate the torque con-
verter over the whole operating range is apparent.

Conclusion

From the foregoing it can be seen that the performance of
the torque converter hydrodynamic model has been sys-
tematically improved by the introduction of empirical

( l8)

(te)

For a radius ratio in excess
factor is given by;

F-.

-Llm

of the above limit the slip

fr
t2

Discussion ,

For the above calculations, the computer model required
more detailed data than that given in most publications.
However, of the literature already studied, both Lam-
precht [7], and Jandasek [9] gave sufficient information to
satisfy the input requirements of the model, and figs l0
and I I show the comparison of measured and calculated
results for the Jandasek t9] torque converter using the
latest version of the model. When compared to figs. 3 and
4 a significant improvement is apparent. Table I lists the
numerical values of measured and calculated torque ra-
tio, efficiency, and input and output torque for figs 3 and
4,and figs l0 and ll, and the reductions in the mean and
standard deviations of the errors between the two ver-
sions of the model are significant. Comparative results for
the Lamprecht l7l geometry using the loss models are
shown in figs 12 and 13, and compare favourably with
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Figure 11 . Comparison with Jandasek [9]
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Torque Ratio Input Torque
Nm

Output Torque
Nm

Meas Calc Ditr% Meas Calc Diff % Meas Calc Diff %

3,05 2,7 5 9,8 374 424 13,2 n42 I 166 2,1

2,82 2,49 ll,7 350 376 7,3 990 939 5,2

2,49 2,25 9,7 315 333 5,7 784 748 4,5

2,20 2,02 8,0 283 293 3,5 622 s92 4,8

1,88 1,88 4,4 25r 257 2,4 473 463 2,1

1,63 1,63 2,3 224 228 1,8 364 362 0,5

l,4l l,4l 1,9 200 204 2,0 281 281 0,0

1,20 1,20 0,2 t82 184 l.l 2r8 220 0,9

1,00 1,00 0,0 170 168 1,2 t70 168 1,2

0,81 0,83 3r2 t64 154 6,0 133 129 3,0

Ave. dLff % I 1,36 Ave. d1ff % 4,4 Ave. ditr % 214

Std. dev. 8,44 Std. dev. 316 Std. dev. 1,8
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(a) Figs. 7 and 8

(b) Figs 12 and 13

Table 2 Comparison of measured and calculated results
for Lamprecht [7] torque converter.
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loss models from the literature and an original incidence
loss model which takes blade thickness into account. The
relative accuracy and shape of the predicted performance
curves in figs l0 to 13 show that the loss models are re-
alistic when applied to two significantly different com-
mercial torque converter geometries and the model can
now be confidently used as a preliminary design tool for
predicting torque converter performance. Application of
the model requires detailed geometry data and as this is
not generally available from the literature further com-
parisons between the model and measured results cannot
easily be made.

Further development of the loss models is not con-
sidered necess ary although one area for future investi-
gation is possibly the effect of fluid temperature on
torque converter performance.
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Torque Ratio Input Torque
Nm

Output Torque
Nm

Meas Calc Ditr% Meas Calc Ditr% Meas Calc Ditr%

3,05 2,90 4,9 374 428 14,3 tt42 l24t 8,7

2,83 2,63 7rl 350 370 5,6 990 972 1,8

2,49 2,35 5,5 315 319 1,3 784 7s0 4,3

2,20 2,08 5,3 283 275 2,8 622 572 8,0

1,88 1,82 3,4 251 240 4,7 473 436 7,9

1,63 1,60 1,5 224 2t0 6,2 364 337 7,6

l,4l 1,40 0,7 200 190 5,0 28r 26s 5,6

1,20 l,2l l.l t82 t70 6,5 2t8 206 5,5

1,00 1,00 0,0 170 t54 9,3 t70 ts4 9,3

0,81 0,79 1,9 t64 143 13,3 133 ll3 14,9

Ave. ditr % 3,1 Ave. ditr % 619 Ave. ditr % 7,4

Std. dev. 213 Std. dev. 4r0 Std. dev. 313


